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Up Coming Events
COMMUNITY MEDITATION MEETINGS
Aquarius, Monday, February 6, 2012 @ 7:45 PM
Pisces, Wednesday, March 7@ 7:45 PM

In this Issue
The Lighted Way

by Tom Carney

Workshops/Classes (To participate, please call to arrange a meeting)
Building the Lighted Way – Sundays @ 9:00 AM
Cosmic Fire – Tuesdays @ 10:30 AM
The Nature of the Soul – Tuesday Evenings @ 7:00 PM
Group Meditation Work
January 22, 2012 through February 21, 2012
Forgetting the things which lie behind, I will strive towards my higher spiritual possibilities. I
dedicate myself anew to the service of the Coming One and will do all I can to prepare men's
minds and hearts for that event. I have no other life intention. Discipleship In the New Age II
P. 226,7
February 22, 2012 through March 21, 2012
Know the truth and the truth shall make you free. Think with simplicity. Discipleship In The
New Age II P. 190

Arcana Workshops
Meeting Location:
3916 Sepulveda Blvd., Suite 107
Culver City, CA 90230

Mail Address:
P.O. Box 506
Manhattan Beach, CA 90267-0506

www.meditationtraining.org
webdisciple@meditationtraining.org
Phone 310-749-3585, 310-545-0910

Arcana Workshops is a non-profit tax-exempt corporation. Donations are
greatly appreciated and tax-deductible
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The Lighted Way

“Toiler, when the energy is transmuted into an ocean of light, does thy consciousness quiver or
expand? Toiler, is thy heart fearful or exultant when before thee looms Infinity?” Community Epilog

M

Deva Lords, had carried the Will of the
en and women like ourselves have
been assembling, usually in the
Intender
as
far
as
they
could.
evening, during the 12 hours
Consciousness had invested the lower
before the full moon for countless
dimensions and generated the three lower
centuries. The reason for this has to do
Kingdoms.
with
the
inter-dimensional
wireless
Apparently, somewhere along in the
communication system involved in Planet
process it became clear that animal man
Creation. The Intention which generates
was, for some reason about which we can
the energy impulse for the creation and
only speculate, not quite ready for the next
dense manifestation of any planet
Intended
stage
of
evolutionary
originates within a
dimension a number of It is pretty clear, to all but the development. It seems
any
further
times higher than, unconscious and the walking that
evolution on the planet
subjective to, or inner
dead,
that
the
Creation,
or
The
was going to require
to the eventual dense
kind
of
Unfolding, is still some
physical dimensions of Great
equipment
or
happening.
the Planet.
consciousness
upgrade, which we, for presently some
According to the Genesis Report, which
unknown reason, were unable to manifest.
was the name the Ancient Ones gave to
According to the Lore, Our Intender
their version of the process followed in the
requested aid from one of the other
creation of this planet, the Intender or
Creator was really busy for six days, and
Intenders in our Solar System.
on the seventh, He rested. Well, we’re not
Eventually, our Intender’s request was
sure what kind of time frame constituted a
filled. And, according to the Ancient Lore,
“day” (One day and night of Brahma, for
an aid package arrived from Venus in the
example, is 8,640,000,000 of our years.
appearance on Earth of the Divine
Treatise On Cosmic Fire footnote p. 40.), or
Agnishvattas.
These
Fire
Beings
what they actually meant by “resting”.
“implanted”
animal
man
with
a
significant
However, it is pretty clear, to all but the
upgrade. The Lore refers to this upgrade as
unconscious and the walking dead, that the
“the Spark of Mind.”
Creation, or The Great Unfolding, is still
happening.
Just exactly what that means, how it was
accomplished,
and how it worked is, for
Eventually, we, that is infant humanity, or
now, something of a mystery. However, it
animal man as we were sometimes called,
has the appearance of having been a major
manifested, and along with the other
software upgrade. Apparently, infant
animals we, began to crawl around in the
humanity’s hardware, the etheric body, and
“folds of the crust of the planet.” The time
the CPU, or brain, had evolved to a point
arrived when the Planners with the
that
it could begin to handle a significantly
cooperation and aid, one expects, of the
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the system. These self multiplying viruses
higher voltage or wattage. Thus we were
appear as and generate discord and
hooked up to or given the ability to access
imbalance. This causes the system, at what
the Universal or Cosmic Mind which, in my
ever level we are working, to malfunction in
limited experience, is a kind of energy or
many respects, and results in the
electricity.
This
resulted
in
the
manifestation of the 4th or Human Kingdom,
generation of chaos.
and made it possible for us, now truly
On a planetary scale
human, to acquire
the ability to access It is obvious from the state of the this chaos takes the
and begin to work Planet that many, many humans form of tragedies like
famines, tidal waves,
with
the
lower
over
many,
many
eons
have
earthquakes and of
planes of the Fifth
chosen to not go along with the course the huge
dimension.
insanity we call war.
Plan.
Presently,
these
Obviously, in terms
“microbes”—incoherent, inharmonious, and
of evolution, this was a very big deal. It was
discordant thoughtforms—infect all of the
at this point that we became able to
planning involved in global human
become participators in the Great
relations. This distortion starts with our
Unfolding. We were still basically
inter-dimensional communications systems
unconscious of our own essential divinity.
with the Planners, and extends to the
However, we were free agents, and it was
environment,
government,
finance,
through us that the Planners had to work.
education, and each other. We know this
In order to work through us, we had to be
distortion as The Great Illusion or Lie. In
trained. So the eons long process of
individuals it appears as various sorts of
training infant humanity to control the
glamour, illusion, ineffective and harmful
physical and emotional bodies and finally to
behavior, unhappiness, despair, and pain.
make conscious contact with the Mental
Compulsion and coercion, of course, are
dimension commenced.
not part of the Plan and are in fact
I am not sure where what we call free will
thoughtforms which generate chaos.
came into this equation. My current best
Humans must have a free will. Humans,
thinking is that free will is an intrinsic
who have been compelled or coerced to do
condition of Cosmic Mind. At any rate,
this or that, do not indicate any kind of
Humanity has a free will. Essentially this
success in creation. What would be the
means that we can choose to, or to not, go
point of manipulating people by making
along with the Intender’s Will as packaged
seductive appeals to their lower desires, or
for us by the Planners in the frequency we
forcing people through punishment, and
call the Divine Plan.
fear to obey? What’s creative about that?
What expands? What is evolution if there is
It is obvious from the state of the Planet
no consciousness expansion?
that many, many humans over many, many
eons have chosen to not go along with the
When consciousness truly expands or
Plan. When we choose to not follow the
evolution is actually working, it manifests
Plan, we introduce viruses, which are
through humans as awareness, knowledge,
thoughtforms of an incoherent frequency, in
understanding, and appreciation of the
2
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So, since we have freely chosen to, we
become conscious co-creative partners
with the Intender and the Planners. This
being the case it is obviously necessary
therefore that there be communication
between the Intender, the Planners and the
Implementers. Or, you could say,
Shambala, Hierarchy and Humanity. This
communication system is what creative
meditation is all about.

symmetry, harmony and beauty of Cosmos.
We willingly, even joyfully choose to
participate totally in that Plan. We become
co-creators. This is creation.
We all know about experiment, experience
and expression, the three conditions of
discipleship. We live our lives under this
code, and gradually we learn. Having been
conditioned by centuries of living under the
illusion of the Great Lie into thinking we are
separate from others and involved in a
struggle for life with others, we have
experimented, gone against the Laws of
Love, and created this world in which we
live. The so called “slings and arrows of
outrageous fortune” are of our own making.
Our suffering is the result of our own free
will to act against, not against some
person’s rules, but against the Principles of
Cosmic Physics.

Very simply, creative meditation is like
phoning home. Like any communications
system, it works best when the contact
points of the various dimensions are in
alignment. We all have experienced the
problem of trying to make a cell call when
we do not have an adequate alignment. If
we are in the woods or in someone’s
house, we may have to walk around a bit to
find a spot where there
We can phone home. There is an alignment.

It is challenging for us,
won’t be any
with our puny, usually
form
focused,
finite and we will not
minds, to grasp the a voice mail.
Infinite, to understand
the harmony and balance of Cosmos, but
we can. We can. We can reach into it. We
can be in it in consciousness.
We can experience the Infinite even if we
cannot express its beauty and wonder so
well in thoughtforms. We lack the language,
but in consciousness we can model it. We
can become a walking multidimensional
thoughtform in the way we live and move
on the planet among our sisters and
brothers and our relatives in the other three
Kingdoms. And we can and many, many
have, freely and joyfully chosen to go with
the Divine flow of Cosmic Physics and
become co-creators.

busy signal,
have to leave

There are all kinds of
esoteric/scientific data
concerning this system,
and I will share a few
bits about it later. But for now, let’s just say
that the moon is the cell tower in the sky.
When this celestial body approaches what
we call full, that is when it is totally bathed
in sunlight, which is actually a very highenergy frequency signal, it indicates for
humanity that the system is on. Alignment
and connection options with very much
higher dimensions are optimum. We can
phone home. There won’t be any busy
signal, and we will not have to leave a
voice mail.
In the Lore, it is said that “God is Love.”
What we have come to realize is that, “All is
Energy.” Is it too hard to figure out that
Love and Energy are two metaphors for the
same thing? I don’t think so.
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Understanding that Energy and Love are
synonymous lets us realize that another
way to see Love or Energy is that it is the
frequency wave, driven by the Intender’s
Will, that carries His Intention. Energy/Love
is Purpose. Energy and Love, which is what
sunlight is, being synonymous, it is not a
big leap to realize that Love drives
everything.

force, the force that actually makes us
human, has over the eons of evolution
been set-back, denied, covered over,
dumbed down. But it has never been
defeated. It has persisted against every
obstacle that has been put in its way. It has
returned again and again over countless
centuries from the blind alleys of separative
thinking and selfish
“The chains of love unite the world of systems, and even
men and the world of forms and they from the major setback in Atlantis.

Love
is
the
energy that drives
the great chain of
our
Zodiac constitute
In 1945, humanity
around a distant Hierarchy.”
succeeded
in
Greater
Zodiac
defeating the Retrogressors in the world
Love drives the Sun Hearts around some
wide land war. They were, however, still a
distant center; it drives the Planets around
viable power on the subtle dimensions.
the Suns, and it drives evolution on this
Around 1977, focused mainly on the
planet. Love is the Energy which drives our
emotional and mental planes, the
meditation work, that drives all such work.
Retrogressors unleashed a huge counter
“There is no separation but only
offensive.
identification with the heart of all love; the
The Iranian hostage situation, a part of this
more you love the more love can reach out
offensive, played a large role in Jimmy
through you to others. The chains of love
Carter’s loss of the 81 election to Ronald
unite the world of men and the world of
Reagan. Reagan’s administration initiated
forms and they constitute the great chain of
Hierarchy. The spiritual effort you are
what has been an unrelenting
three
decade assault on civil liberties and social
asked to make is that of developing
programs that were designed for the
yourself into a vibrant and powerful centre
of that fundamental, universal Love.”
common good, and general welfare across
Discipleship In The New Age II, P.30
the board: education, environment, union
busting, and much more.
This energy, Love, is the basic innate
quality in the human psyche. We come in,
Currently we are coming back from this
we are born with this program. It manifests
blind alley into which we allowed ourselves
deep within the DNA of every human being.
to be led starting some 30 years ago. And
Love is the source of that unexplainable
today, we are more powerful than we have
sense of community, of wholeness of
ever been. There are millions, perhaps
Brotherhood that we share. It fosters our
even a billion humans who are group
sense of Kindness. Love lets us see that
conscious and are becoming more so every
the other person, regardless of sex or skin
day.
color or cultural habits, is a brother, a
As I have said, creative meditation is group
sister, is our Kind, is One with us.
work. Think about what that means. It takes
Through the use of illusion, fear, doubt, and
individuals to create a group. Individuals of
self concern, this natural innate human
4
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capable of both generating the connection
to these higher frequencies and of safely
contacting and embodying them. It is part
of the Lore that the Way is protected from
the worker by the group and the worker is
protected from the power of the Way by the
group.

course are persons who have integrated
their three bodies into a unity and are more
or less in charge of that unit. People, who
have not accomplished this part of the
construction of the Path, cannot actually
participate in the co-creative aspect of
group work.

So, bandwidth is very important in group
Anyway, let’s start with the individual.
creative meditation for any number of
Some of us are familiar with the term
reasons, but I want to point out two that are
bandwidth, but simply put, in digital
crucial. They both have to do with
networks, bandwidth concerns the width of
a frequency band
alignment.
and how much data Any effective group work is highly
can move over it. Our focused within a ring pass not, As we said, there
is no my soul and
individual
and this focus is carefully your
soul;
communications
nurtured
and
protected.
however,
groups
of
system is like a
souls do focus on
network. In the dense
various
aspects
of
the
Divine Plan. A
form, the center system of the etheric
group’s Purpose and service objective
body—nadis and nervous system— are
delineates the specific aspects of the part
similar to a wire network. Beyond that the
of the Plan upon which any particular group
network is wireless. When we create our
is focused. Just as pointed out in the First
individual alignment we generate and
Rule
of White Magic, the soul or group in
project a coherent frequency field that
meditation deep “scatters not his forces.” A
synchronizes with the frequencies of our
Treatise On White Magic P.50 Any effective
soul which exists on a higher dimension.
group work is highly focused within a ring
When we are successful in connecting with
pass not, and this focus is carefully
the Soul, “data” can flow between the soul
nurtured and protected.
and our brain. Once a person has
It is this focused alignment that provides
connected even the smallest thread of
the group with the “bandwidth” which is
coherent light with his or her soul, the
hugely more powerful than the bandwidth
individual is ready to cooperate with a
of an individual who is not working within a
group in its co-creative process.
group field. In a group alignment, each
The Soul is group consciousness. Thus
meditator is synchronized with the
there really is no your soul and my soul, but
frequency of the group. That means that we
only the Soul. Once the individual meditator
leave our personal agendas, frequencies or
has achieved success in making this
alignments out of the group bandwidth or
connection in the alignment, there is a
frequency field. The presence of nonhigher alignment which requires the much
coherent frequencies in the group
higher voltage and greater bandwidth that
bandwidth creates a kind of static which
can only be generated in group formation.
can and does interfere with the group’s
One of the most important aspects of group
ability to contact, register and download the
meditation is that the group alone is
5
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believe only what we could see or put a
coat of paint on; many people are not
aware of our innate and very powerful
ability to sense rather subtle shifts in the
energies of the environments we are in or
through which we pass. In a group
meditation, if we feel safe, and we can let
go of our personal opinions and simply
open to and follow the frequency of the
alignment, we will experience what the
group contacts.

Light being transmitted to it from higher
dimensions.
Over the years the groups of creative
meditators with whom we work have
created a frequency path that ultimately
leads to dimensions higher than our planet.
In the Teachings, this path is called the
antahkarana. This path connects the
individual meditator through his or her soul,
who is group conscious, and then in group
formation to the Ashram of which the group
is a working member. Through the Ashram,
the Path leads to the Christ, and to
Shambala. It has the power capacity to
lead to the Heart of the Sun, The Central
Spiritual Sun and finally to our Cosmic
Brother that great Sun we call Sirius.

Group Creative Meditation takes one into a
frequency
that
will
facilitate
the
downloading of new possibilities for the
continuing evolution, or salvation, if you
prefer, of the planet. You can see that we
think that this work is priority One. It is this
interface with the
There are many The alignment is about following higher
dimensions
marvelous things and eventually becoming the that
energizes,
about
group
seeds,
directs
all of
meditation
work. Lighted Way. This is the Way our work for the next
Any individual who which links us to Infinity.
cycle. To accomplish
willingly aligns with
this task, always has and does now, require
the Group’s purpose, agenda, goals and
a group endeavor.
objectives and willingly participates in the
The alignment is about following and
group meditation work will be coherent
eventually becoming the Lighted Way. This
within this alignment. It is not a personal
is the Way which links us to Infinity. This
alignment. It is a group alignment. One
Way is actually an energy signature. Once
participates as a member of the group and
one is tuned into it, it is unmistakable. The
shares to the extent that one can in the
old sayings of “Seek and you will find.”, and
group download.
“Knock and it will be opened up to you.”
One other very important thing about group
stripped of their mystic clouds are quite
meditation should be mentioned.
literally, that is, scientifically, true.
Meditation outlines are made up of words.
However, we need to continually realize
that words carry a frequency, and it is the
frequency that matters not the words.
Because we, most of us, were raised to

“Know the Truth and the Truth shall make
you free.” John 8: 32
Tom Carney
Aquarius, 2011
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